
ECON1001 Notes

1) Key Economics Concepts:

- Study of choice under scarcity.

Scarcity and Opportunity Cost:
- Scarcity = Limited resources. Questions what to produce, how to produce it and who 

should receive it.
- Leads to an Opportunity (or Economics) cost: the value of the next best forgone 

alternative. E.g. The opportunity cost of performing Task 1 is not being unable to 
perform Task 3, but being unable to perform Task 2. 
* Includes both explicit (involving direct payment, e.g. an accountant’s view) and implicit 
(not involving an explicit cost, e.g. not covered by an accountant — time/effort).  
Purely explicit costs = Accounting Costs 
* Doesn’t include sunk costs — costs that cannot be recovered — e.g. Money spent last 
year cannot be regathered if actions change this year.

- Calculating Opportunity Cost of 1 Good: (Total production of other good)/(Total 
production of good you're calculating).

Marginal Analysis:
- Consumers aim to maximise benefits from consumption and firms their profits. These 

maximisation problems can be solved “by considering the additional benefit or cost of 
any action”  — This analysis = marginal analysis.

- Marginal Benefit vs Marginal Cost of an extra unit.
- Marginal = Additional/Extra

Ceteris Paribus (‘other things equal’):
- Allows complicated, real world problems with multiple variables to be examined in an 

understandable way by keeping other variables constant. Allows economists to “isolate 
the relationship from other events”. 
e.g. to see the effect of price on demand, ceteris paribus is ‘applied’ in order to see the 
direct influence of price, ignoring the effects of other factors such as personal 
preferences.

Correlation and Causation:
- Correlation: Two or more factors observed to move together (same/opposite direction).
- Causation: Where one factor causes a change in another. Economic theory — a 

theoretical framework — is required to explain this, otherwise it’s simply observing a 
statistical relationship. 



1.3. The Benefits and Costs of a University Degree: Marginal Analysis
- Is university worthwhile? Large opportunity cost in terms of ability to do anything else with time 

and not spend large amounts of money.
- We need to ask ourselves, are the benefits greater than the costs of attending university? — 

marginal analysis; marginal benefit > marginal cost.
- Costs: Fees, textbooks, transport, accommodation, opportunity cost of forgoing full-time work
- Benefits: Higher earnings in the long run, greater chance of employment, enjoyment, social life 

etc.
- An undergraduate bachelor’s degree adds about $340,00 in income for males in their lifetime — 

15% increase in male income over one’s lifetime.
- e.g. delay in completing degree can negatively impact prospects.

- ‘Golden Rule’ — Marginal Benefit > Marginal Cost — a consumer will choose this option.
- Uni is beneficial, but the employment prospects vary between career paths; e.g. business and 

admin has higher returns than areas in science.

2) Key Mathematical Tools:

Equations:
- Straight Line:  y = mx + c
- Slope/Gradient of a straight line: Determines how a change in x affects a change in y
- Finding the equation of a line
- The marginal relationship between two variables doesn't have to be constant.

Differentiation: 
- Differentiation (first derivative) allows you to determine marginal changes, esp. (Ch 10 

and 13)
- Maxima and Minima: f’(x) = 0; Nature: f’’(x) = …

Elasticity:
- Elasticity: Responsiveness of y to changes in x. Therefore changing x by small amounts, 

we can determine the elasticity.
- 𝜀 = (Percentage Change in y)/(Percentage Change in x) —> Tells us the percentage change 

in y, given a 1% change in x. Larger 𝜀 is, the more elastic/responsive y is to changes in 
x.

Simultaneous Equations:
- Solving two equations simultaneously so both hold.



4) Gains from Trade:

Trade and the PPF:
- Generally, trade makes people better off.
- Gets goods and services to those who value it most.
- When trade is voluntary, it benefits both parties as the price is within their respective 

valuations of the good/service. Trade will only occur at this point, otherwise trade could 
make one party worse off. Thus, trade makes parties ‘weakly better off’. 
i.e. When the seller’s valuation does not exceed the buyer’s valuation. 
VSeller ≤ Price ≤ VBuyer

- Money acts to facilitate trade if the buying party has no good/service the seller 
demands.

- Autarky: A state of no trade.
- Pareto improving trade by rational economic agents is where both parties benefit from 

trade or are not disadvantaged. No party is worse off.
- Absolute Advantage (creates more goods) vs Comparative Advantage (most effective 

goods production, i.e. lowest opportunity cost)

Gains From Specialisation:
- Trade allows the efficient allocation of resources as individuals/firms/economies can 

specialise in production where they are most efficient and their comparative advantage 
lies (where they have the lowest opportunity cost); leading to the reduction of production 
costs and increases in output.

- It is this specialisation that can make parties to trade better off.

In order to shift production from A to D on the curve, increasing X, production of Y must 
fall. This is the opportunity cost.

-Inside (B)/On Curve (A) = feasible.  
Inside —> inefficient use of resources 
On —> efficient use of resources
-To reach C, an increase in resources 
or specialisation is required.
e.g. Growth increases whole curve, 
new tech to produce X would increase 
that part of the curve only.
-Labour Productivity, not output leads 
to improved living standards.
-“The slope of the PPF shows the 
opportunity cost in terms of Y forgone 
of getting more X” — if opportunity 
cost is constant, so is the slope. 
Opportunity cost of X.

- Shape of the PPF is always convex.
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